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Raised in poverty in Washington, D.C., in an
immigrant community, Nicole knows what it means
to have to work for what you want. Nothing was
handed to her. In fact, life often worked against her.
She’s channeled the grit and stamina that life
required of her at such a young age to be the
success story she is today and help others do the
same.

Nicole is, as she describes it, an “off-brand-Walmart-
version-of-Lucky-Charms-kind-of Christian.” Her
faith informs her work, life and everything she does,
but she accepts and attracts followers of all beliefs,
encouraging her audience rather than preaching at
them.

Nicole Walters is a former top-selling corporate executive who quit her
six-figure sales job to pursue her passion and build a multi-million-dollar
business, coaching fellow dreamers and entrepreneurs. She is the host of
a popular podcast, a TV personality, in-demand motivational speaker and
the author of the forthcoming memoir NOTHING IS MISSING: A MEMOIR
OF LIVING BOLDLY. Nicole is passionate about teaching everyday people
how to own their power and trust they already have everything they need
to succeed. She currently lives in Los Angeles with her three beautiful
daughters and trombone-playing partner, Alex.

Nicole is the host of “The Nicole Walters
Podcast” (1 million+ downloads), a weekly
podcast where listeners find themselves
laughing hysterically while taking furious notes
as Nicole serves as a guru and best friend all in
one to tell it like it is, share personal stories and
answer followers’ DMs about life and business.

Nicole is the founder and CEO of Inherit
Learning Company, a digital education firm that
helps others grow debt-free, sustainable
businesses through online courses like “1K1Day,”
which teaches entrepreneurs how to make
$1,000 a day, and “Fierce Clarity,” which helps
people target their passions productively.
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Nicole was raised navigating two different
worlds: one African, one American. One rich,
one poor. One privileged, the other fighting to
survive. NOTHING IS MISSING beautifully
captures the nuance of what it means to grow
up as a Black, first-generation American.

While Nicole is a well-known figure on TV,
social media and in business, her memoir
reveals parts of her story never told: trauma
from her childhood, lessons in entrepreneurship
from her mother, the strain that being a
successful entrepreneur put on her marriage
and the grit and creativity that got her through.

The daughter of Ghanaian immigrants, Nicole Walters became a self-made
multi-millionaire despite the odds that were set against her. In her debut
memoir, she artfully tells her story of struggle, strength and triumph as she
worked toward the “American dream” on her own terms. 

Raised in a home where food was unstable and anger was the norm, Nicole
learned early that she needed to take charge of her own security. She got into
an elite private school by talking to a stranger in her dad’s cab, she strategized
her way onto Wheel of Fortune to help cover college and her family’s medical
bills, she adopted three girls after meeting their mother panhandling, and she
quit her job to launch her own business.
 
After reaching the upper echelon of success with a thriving business, a family
and even a reality TV show, a series of health scares revealed that Nicole had
neglected herself while giving to everyone else. This led to a reckoning in her
business and marriage that eventually taught Nicole her greatest lesson to date:
she is, and always has been, enough. Nothing is missing.

While NOTHING IS MISSING is a memoir,
Nicole couples practical advice and
guidance with vulnerable yet powerful
storytelling to encourage her fellow
dreamers and entrepreneurs to go after
what they want. Through identifying and
understanding the tools they need, readers
are left equipped to get where they want to
be. 

Nicole’s story will resonate with any reader
who has been told she isn’t enough—
whether that was by her peers, parents,
partner or even her own inner critic—and
will instill the confidence she needs to
finally believe in her own worth and value.

Why Nothing Is Missing?
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You are a founder, CEO, podcaster and author. You were also raised in poverty as

the daughter of immigrants. What paved the way for your success?

In your business, Inherit Learning Company, you help entrepreneurs find clarity

and purpose. Why are these so important in business and in life?

Before you launched your business, you had a high-paying corporate job. What

was it like to take the leap to, as you describe it, “promote yourself to work for

yourself”?

What three pieces of advice would you give to someone who’s looking to leave

her corporate job and pursue her entrepreneurial dreams?

Your memoir is titled NOTHING IS MISSING: A MEMOIR OF LIVING BOLDLY. What

does “Nothing Is Missing” mean to you?

The book shares your journey of learning your own self-worth. When was the

moment you started to place a higher value on yourself? Why do you think it’s so

hard for us, especially women, to know our worth?

You describe yourself as a “bootleg Christian.” What does that mean? How does

your faith affect your work and life?

Both of your parents were entrepreneurs. What did they teach you? How have

they impacted who you’ve become?

You and your daughter both had serious health scares around the same time.

How did this affect the way you viewed yourself, your business and your

relationships?

What do you hope readers learn about you in the book? What do you hope they

learn about themselves?
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Know Your Worth: How to Value Yourself Professionally, Personally and Relationally

She quit her six-figure sales job. One year later, she’d built a multi-million-dollar

business.

American and African: Navigating the Professional World as a First-Generation

American

How to Give to Others Without Taking Too Much from Yourself

Why You Need a Mentor and How to Find One

Does your dream job no longer feel like a dream? It might be time to quit and hire

yourself.

How to Take Up Space When the World Wants You to Be Small

When You’re the Picture of Success but Still Don’t Feel Like You’re Enough

Do you feel emotionally safe in your relationship? Three red flags to look for.

Adoption, Quitting Your Job, Leaving a Relationship: What Living by Faith Actually

Looks Like
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